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PROGRAM

6 NOVEMBER 2014
10.00 - 16.30

PARTICIPANTS

Moderator:
Marjorie Devisme
Director of the Centre Notarial de Droit Européen (Lyon / France)

Isidoro Calvo Vidal
Civil law notary and coordinator and speaker at Madrid seminar

Domenico Damascelli
Civil law notary and speaker at Milan, Bucharest and Madrid seminars

Christoph Döbereiner
Civil law notary and speaker at Paris, Berlin, Riga and Düsseldorf seminars

Juan Gomez-Riesco
Civil law notary and speaker at Paris, Bucharest, Brussels and Madrid seminars

José-Maria Gomez-Riesco
Civil law notary and speaker at Paris, Brussels and Madrid seminars

Kurt Lechner
Former MEP and civil law notary and speaker at Düsseldorf seminar and Luxembourg conference

Alice Perscha
Civil law notary and speaker at Vienna seminars

François Tremosa
Civil law notary and speaker at Paris, Luxembourg, Milan, Rotterdam and Madrid seminars and Luxembourg conference

Peter Goldschmidt
Project evaluator – EIPA

Morning : 10.00 - 13.00

Words of welcome : Jean Tarrade
President of the Conseil supérieur du notariat (CSN)

Words of welcome : Frank Molitor
President of the Chamber of Notaries of the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg, 2013 President of the CNUE

I. Contribution by a European Commission representative [TBC]

II. The importance of comparative law in the international activity of notaries, followed by a short presentation of the final project publication by Prof. Bénédicte Fauvarque-Cosson, Panthéon-Assas (Paris II) University President of the Société de Législation Comparée (SLC)

III. Outline of 2013-2014 « Europe for Notaries – Notaries for Europe » training program by Cindy Fökehrer
Project coordinator

IV. Round table : Work at 14 regional seminars
Analysis of the practical difficulties that could arise for notaries during procedures relating to successions and family law – The best avenue for finding solutions – Cross-border exchanges / Network

Lunch : 13.00 - 14.00

Afternoon : 14.00 - 16.30

I. A European family law: overview and perspectives by Prof. Paul Lagarde, Panthéon-Sorbonne (Paris I) University

II. The Romanian experience in the light of European law by Prof. Mircea Bob, Cluj Napoca University

III. Private autonomy in international family relations by Mariel Revillard, scientific advisor of the project

IV. European perspectives and the role of notaries in the future harmonisation of civil law by Prof. Christian Baldus, Heidelberg University

Conclusion : André Michielsen
President of the Council of the Notariats of the European Union [CNUE]

Interpretation : German, English and French.